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Working for a better tomorrow

UNC SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
Dear Friends,

As I approach the mid-point of my five-year term as dean of the UNC School of Social Work, I am humbled by the extraordinary work that takes place every day in our School and in the communities where our programs take place.

This year, we were ranked by U.S. News & World Report as one of the nation’s top five leading schools of social work — two ranks higher than our previous ranking. This accomplishment reflects the commitment and excellence of our faculty, many of whom are recognized as world-class leaders in our profession.

Equally important to me is our reputation among the people of North Carolina, where we have been able to serve our colleagues in social work within all 100 counties. Truly, it is a privilege to share our knowledge about the newest advances in our profession with the understanding that this expertise will benefit so many individuals and families in our state.

Of course, none of our accomplishments would be possible without the support of our donors and friends. I view our work as a collaboration, and each one of you is our partner in this effort. For that and for your support and encouragement of me as dean, I am appreciative every day!

In this annual report, you’ll find highlights spanning our academic year from July 2017 through June 2018. As you read, remember that you are part of our success. I invite you to visit our School, to meet our students and to learn about their goals and dreams. Together, we are working to achieve equity, transform systems and improve lives in our state and around the world.

With deepest gratitude,

Gary L. Bowen, Dean
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**FAST FACTS**

**DOCTORAL ENROLLMENT**

- 25

**DUAL DEGREE**

- Public Health, 17
- Divinity, 5
- Public Administration, 6
- Law, 1

**MSW ENROLLMENT**

- 281

**INCLUDING**

- Triangle DE, 50
- Winston-Salem DE, 30
- Advanced Standing, 26

**32%** OF MSW STUDENTS RECEIVED SCHOLARSHIPS

- Average award is $7,000

**TOTAL EXTERNAL FUNDING FOR RESEARCH**

- $11.3M

**INCLUDING**

- $5.6M state awards
- $3.9M federal awards

**DONOR GIFTS AND PLEDGES**

- $2,006,158

**SCHOOL LAUNCHES**

- $23M

**Fundraising Campaign**

**US NEWS & WORLD REPORT RANKS UNC SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK IN NATIONAL TOP 5**

**UNC FACULTY, STAFF AND STUDENTS TRAINED IN MENTAL HEALTH FIRST AID**

- +1,000
UNC School of Social Work faculty and staff received national, state and university recognition for their service, research and other contributions to the field, our world and our mission. We are proud of each individual and want to share their accomplishments with you.

**HONORS AND AWARDS**

**FACULTY**

**IRIS CARLTON-LANEY**
NASW-NC Social Worker of the Year
2018 Alumni Achievements Award, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University

**MARK TESTA**
Fellow, American Academy of Social Work & Social Welfare
Gubernatorial appointment, N.C. Permanency Innovation Initiative Oversight Committee

**RACHEL GOODE**
2018 Outstanding Dissertation Award, Society of Behavioral Medicine

**RON MANGUM**
C. Knox Massey Distinguished Service Award, UNC-Chapel Hill

**DAVID ANSONG, KANISHA BREVARD, SELENA CHILDS AND MARK TESTA**
C. Felix Harvey Award, UNC-Chapel Hill

**STAFF**

**TIFFANY CARVER**
Kay Wijnberg Hovious Outstanding Employee Forum Delegate Award
During the 2017–2018 academic year, UNC School of Social Work named select faculty and staff to key leadership roles within the School. Congratulations to these individuals!

**Excellence**

**FACULTY AND STAFF**

During the 2017–2018 academic year, UNC School of Social Work named select faculty and staff to key leadership roles within the School. Congratulations to these individuals!

### NEW LEADERSHIP ROLES

#### FACULTY

**TRAVIS ALBRITTON**

Assistant Dean for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

**GINA CHOWA**

Associate Dean for Global Engagement

**DENISE DEWS**

Assistant Director of Field Education

**LISA ZERDEN**

Director of Interprofessional Education and Practice
Recognizing Excellence in Our Students

One of the characteristics of a nationally-recognized school is nationally-recognized students! This year, UNC School of Social Work students received national honors as well as top University awards. It is our privilege to work with such high-achieving students.

MSW STUDENT

STEPHANY N. MEJIA
Consuelo W. Gosnell Memorial Scholarship

PH.D. STUDENT

LAURIE GRAHAM
UNC Injury and Violence Prevention Fellowship

PH.D. STUDENT

ANJALEE SHARMA
American Addiction Centers Behavioral Health Academic Scholarship

2018 OUTSTANDING DOCTORAL STUDENT

Ashley Dawn Givens is the 2018 recipient of the Outstanding Doctoral Student Award. Givens was honored during the School of Social Work’s Ph.D. reception on May 11.

Givens received her BA in psychology and sociology in 2008 from Arkansas Tech University and her MSW from the University of Arkansas in 2010. She is a licensed MSW and skilled clinician with substantial practice experience.

In addition to publishing two book chapters, she has published nine peer-reviewed papers and has seven more submitted or in preparation. Moreover, Givens has delivered 20 or more refereed and non-refereed professional presentations and has independently taught many MSW courses at the School.

Her research interests focus on the roles trauma and mental health play in criminogenic risk and need among early adults involved in the criminal justice system. In addition to writing grant proposals for federal funding, Givens has designed and implemented quasi-experimental and experimental studies, conducted qualitative studies and focus groups, designed and delivered surveys, and collected and analyzed qualitative and quantitative data.

Many of Givens’ colleagues and peers described her as “industrious, dedicated, self-directed, thoughtful, supportive, and … a natural leader.”

“She is a woman with great compassion, dedication, and intelligence … exceptionally skilled at setting and accomplishing goals … interpersonally adept … with impeccable time management skills … a steadfast commitment to research and social justice … able to consider multiple perspectives and related ethical implications … and a dynamic public speaker,” wrote one individual who nominated her for the doctoral award.

Givens recently accepted a tenure-track assistant professorship at the University of Missouri School of Social Work.
2017–2018 MSW AWARDS

**Alumni Development Award**
Linda Ann Chaminie-Case, Julia Pivatto Da Silva, Austyn Jordan Holleman, Jessica Helen Huey, Juan Enrique Tuset

**Melvarene J. Howard Adair Scholarship**
Madeleine Shelby Anderson

**Jane Hall and William Johnston Armfield Scholarship**
LaVoya Woods-Dionne, Luz Sanabria-Reyes, Raul Andres Zamora-Duprey

**Berg Scholars Award**
Caterina Rose Marzella

**K. Sharma**

**Laurie Michelle Graham, Jonathan James Phillips (UNC-CH)**

**Fellowship Award for Doctoral Study**
Siew Keong Gerard Chung

**Doctoral Merit Assistantship**
Josephine Peggy Carmona

**Scholarship**
Rachel Lynn Fisher, Sarah Elizabeth Lynn Catton, Emily Evans Chambliss, Maya Florance Blumenfield, Katie Lynn Catton, Emily Evans Chambloss, Rachel Lynn Fisher, Sarah Elizabeth Phillips

**Robert and Peggy Culbertson Scholarship**
Josephine Peggy Carmona

2017–2018 PH.D. AWARDS

**Doctoral Merit Assistantship**
Siew Keong Gerard Chung

**Five-Year Royster Society of Fellows Fellowship Award for Doctoral Study (UNC-CH)**
Laurie Michelle Graham, Jonathan James Phillips

**Heath-Webb Doctoral Research Fund Award**
Michael Joseph Lazar, Anna Byrd Parisi, Anjalee K. Sharma

**Dean’s Scholarship**
Chloe Merritt Bethany, Carolyn Mazie Amy Brandt, Caroline Frances Deal, Meinkeng Nteza Fonge, Cassidy Ruth Fox, Katie Donaca Haberman, Stephanie Lynn Huffman-McBroom, Alina Michelle Miller, Grace Gardiner Molloy, Megan Holly Lee Shih, Mattie Lambert Steele, Kelyn Danielle Wilson

**Martha Sherrill Dunn Scholarship**
Stephanie Durham Griggs

**Bertie Oscar Edwards Scholarship**
Sarah Macht Dergins

**Joanna Finkelstein Gorham Scholarship**
Sydney Somers Idzikowski, Melissa Renee Jenkins, Dielle Charon McMillan, Hannah Elizabeth Pavcik, Kada Jo Unwin, Abigail Joy Yoder

**Kirsten E. Hewitt Scholarship**
Suzie Emily Elliot-Bearce

**Alan Keith-Lucas Scholarship**
Luisa Beatriz Pereira Cesar

**Jeffrey Langston Scholarship**
Marcia Melanie Vaughn

**James and Connie Maynard Scholarship**
Christopher Aaron Burner, Ashley Mone’ Kazouh

**Robert Ernest McClernon Memorial Fund**
Michelle Christine Herman, Allison Ruth Ruel Rella, Mackenzie Nicole Rockett

**Margaret Mebane Parker Scholarship Fund**
Linda Batchelor

**Meehan Scholarship**
Courtney Alexandra Cooper-Lewter, Kayla Daniell Williams

**Betsy Rogers Millar Scholarship**
Angela Rose Michos, Christopher Eugene Scoville

**Hugh MacRae Morton Jr. Memorial Scholarship**
Kadeisha Mariah Bonsu, Sarah Bracey Johnson

**Leadership in Neurodevelopmental and Related Disorders Trainee (LEND)**
Douglas Ian Stoll

**Jane Curtis Parker Award**
Sandra Harthan DeVoid, Yasmine Garcia Rico, Travis Crites Moe

**Joan Phillips-Trimmer Scholarship**
Mattie Lambert Steele

**Ellen E. Power Scholarship**
Kadeisha Mariah Bonsu

**Kenneth C. Royall Jr. Scholarship**
Cassidy Ruth Fox

**Janice Hough Schopfer Scholarship**
Marit Elizabeth Barber, Lisa Camille Carr, Tyrek Tormaine Corry, Rachel Leigh Floyd, Gabrielle Hannah Johnson, Susanna Khachatryan, Amyleigh Myers, Sarah Elizabeth Phillips

**Dean E. Smith Opening Doors Fund**
Isabel Helen Chasse, Benjamin Ruiz Rosado, Isabella Morgan Slade-Iliara

**Meehan Scholarship**
Courtney Alexandra Cooper-Lewter, Kayla Daniell Williams

**Robert Wood Johnson Foundation—Four-Year Health Policy Research Fellowship**
Annie Maria Francis

**Robert Wood Johnson Foundation—Four-Year Health Policy Research Fellowship**
Erum Agha, Britney Renwick Chesworth, Joseph James Frey, Michael Joseph Lazar, Patricia Anne McGovern, Elaina Michele Sabatine
The UNC School of Social Work announced the graduation of 129 Master of Social Work students and two doctoral students on Saturday, May 12, 2018.

N.C. Rep. Graig Meyer delivered the commencement address. Meyer, who was elected in 2013 to represent portions of Orange and Durham counties, is one of only two trained social workers currently serving in the General Assembly. A 1998 graduate of the School of Social Service Administration at the University of Chicago, Meyer has spent his career combatting institutionalized racism and promoting educational equity and excellence. He encouraged graduates to continue to be a voice for the clients and communities they serve.

Congratulations, graduates! We honor you and your families, and we wish you the best as you continue your careers as social work professionals.

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK GRADUATES

Frank Downing Allison
Brenna Ariza-McColl
Marit Elizabeth Barber
Jessica Ann Barner
Markela Ma'Sha Batts
Helen Rhoads Bellows
Dorothy Alice Blake
Maya Florance Blumenfield
Kadeisha Mariah Bonsu m
Stephanie Rose Boris
Dawn Michelle Bowes
Hannah Elizabeth Boyd
Sarah Elizabeth Boyette
Amelia Lyn Brenner
Lena Christine Brown
Nathan Tucker Brunson
Christopher Aaron Burner m
Carissa Carol Campbell
Josephine Peggy Carmona
Caroline Ritchie Carrison
Allie Olivia Carter
Katie Lynn Catton
Samuel Guy Cecelski
Luisa Beatriz Pereira Cesar
Emily Evans Chambliss
Linda Ann Chamiec-Case n
Isabel Helen Chasse
Bethany Lynn Collins
Tyrek Tormaine Corry m
Marlowe Eliza Crews
Julia Pivatto Da Silva B
Chanequa Lynee Davis
Meredith Alyssa Davis
Caroline Frances Deal
Sarah Macht Dergins
Karlee Jerann DeShazer
Sandra Harthan DeVoid
Claire Devane Dickson
Padma Doobay
Rebekah Catherine Dorris
Suzie Emily Elliot-Bearce
Rachel Lynn Fisher
Kyle Patrick Flannely
Meinkeng Nteza Fonge
Nicole Cornelia Fortune
Cassidy Ruth Fox
Samantha Jo Fox
Yazmin Garcia Rico
Robert Neal Garland
Amanda Joy Gillespie
Crystal Parker Grant
Kathryn Hummon Grantham
Stephanie Durham Griggs
Brianna Kristin Haferman
Jerome Boyd Hallan
Kathryn Abigail Hamrick
Michelle Christine Herman
Katherine Bess Hilbinger
Austyn Jordan Holleman
Nina Frances Griffin Honeycutt
Julia Rachel Howland-Myers
Jessica Helen Huey
Stephanie Lynn Huffman-McBroom
Sydney Somers Idzikowski
Melissa Renee Jenkins
Morgan Marion Jeter
DeShanna Latrice Johnson
Sarah Bracey Johnson
Abigail Michelle Kalainikas
Susanna Khachaturyan
Christine Margetta Kimball
Eleanor Susan Lee
Hailey Nicole Leiva
Erica Michelle Lindenberg
Amber Dawn Litka
Alexandra Yanacek Lowrie
Kristy Lynette Mabe
Jessica Martinez-Matamoros
Caterina Rose Marzella
Maura Jean Matney
Dielle Charon McMillan
Mallory Eris Michalak
Brooklyn Skye Milner
Travis Crites Moe
Grace Gardiner Molloy
Nneka Tamara Jebose Molokwu
Jazmin Nikol Monroe
Joni Marie Moody
Paris Jeanette Murray
Meredith Eve Odinak
Mary Katherine Palmer
Jodi Horton Pardue
Meredith Christine Parker
Hannah Elizabeth Pavcik
Jessie Marie Phillips
Sarah Elizabeth Phillips

Destinee Renee Pray
Spenser Rae Radtke
Gwyndolyn Anne Raisner
Allie Ruth Ruel Reha
Benjamin Ruiz Rosado
Katherine Lynne Salmons
Megan Holly Lee Shih
Elizabeth Rae Sielatycki
Robin Irene Sikes
Isabella Morgan Slade-Illaria
Nancy Caroline Solberg
Rajiv Lim Soni
Laura Elizabeth Spencer
Taylor Lynn Starns
Ashley Nicole Stephens
Rachel Sarah Stern
Lisa Beth Stevens
Douglas Ian Stoll
Taylor Wells Sweeney
Thompson Rice Bertschy Teagle
Laurel Hannah Tobias
Kada Jo Unwin
Madeline Helen Waife
Brittany Michelle Walker-Anderson

Jaime Lisk Weatherly
Lynn Seay Wetherbee
Will Walter White
Lindsay Jane Wright
Abigail Joy Yoder
Kathleen Rebecca Yow

SOCIAL WORK
PH.D. GRADUATES

Ashley Dawn Givens
Brianna Marie Lombardi

We were also proud to recognize five Distinguished Alumni Award recipients for their outstanding leadership, service and achievement:

Veronica Creech, MSW ‘98
Constance Fraser Gray, MSW ‘91
Mark A. Oliver, MSW ‘98
Anna Marie Scheyett, MSW ‘89
Jovetta L. Whitfield, MSW ‘95
The School of Social Work thanks the many alumni, friends, foundations and corporations who made financial contributions as gifts or grants for sponsored research between July 1, 2017 and June 30, 2018. Thanks to your generous support, our School consistently ranks as one of the top schools in the country. We produce leaders in social work education, research, direct practice and community service. Your generosity enhances everything we do. We have made every effort to ensure the accuracy of the listing below. If an error or omission has occurred, please notify Mary Beth Hernandez at marybeth@email.unc.edu or 919-962-6469.
**CORNERSTONE CLUB ($200–$499)**

- Judy Atchley-Benson
- James G. Babb
- McCray V. Benson
- Dorothy R. Borden
- Donna G. Bowen
- Gary L. Bowen
- Louise W. Brannock
- L. H. Brooks
- Sloane B. Brooks
- Caktus Consulting Group LLC
- Margaret A. Claesson
- C. P. Colwell
- Community Foundation of Henderson County
- Jane B. Daldorf
- Stephen R. Dawson
- Susan B. Dawson
- Diocese of East Carolina
- Bulent Ender
- Deniz Ender
- Deborah R. Fox
- Sheldon M. Fox
- Janet N. Goodale
- Robert S. Goodale
- Matthew O. Howard
- Frederick D. Hutchison
- Nancy L. Hutchison
- Eugenia L. Ivy

**DEAN’S CLUB ($500–$999)**

- Bing S. Lau
- Henry Lau
- Frank R. Lindh
- Marilyn P. Maxwell
- John A. McLeod
- Janice D. McNeely
- Patrick M. McNeely
- Mark E. Molitor
- Patricia B. Molitor
- Alice C. Myers
- Betty J. Neese
- Linda W. Norris
- Margaret P. Parker
- Paula P. Poggi
- Peter N. Reich
- Carolyn C. Rizza
- Vicki W. Shinoda
- Jeffrey S. Stringer
- Portia L. Taylor
- Annette A. Towne
- Guy W. Towne
- Lawrence C. Trost
- Melanie K. Trost
- Leona P. Whichard
- Willis P. Whichard

**CENTURY CLUB ($100–$199)**

- Evelyn A. Adams
- Travis J. Albritton
- Julia B. Allen
- George W. Alwon
- Nancy J. Anderson
- Stephen H. Andrews
- Caroline W. Armstrong
- Robert M. Auman
- Nancy W. Aycock
- Madeline S. Baker
- John R. Ball
- Faith Barnes
- Anne Bell
- Terry R. Berkeley
- Ann E. Berry
- Kerry D. Bird
- Joseph B. Bixler
- Lynn M. Bolick
- Connie C. Bonebrake
- Thomas R. Bonebrake
- Suzanne S. Bourdess
- Charles G. Boyd
- Pat Boyd
- David L. Bradshaw
- Sidney P. Bradsher
- Elizabeth B. Brandt
- Thomas R. Brandt
- Leah Denise W. Brown
- Michael A. Brown
- William O. Brown
- Elizabeth R. Bryan
- James A. Bryan
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CENTURY CLUB ($100–$199), CONTINUED

Linda L. Campbell
Katherine Cardoza
Iris B. Carlton-LaNey
Almon F. Carr
Jane Cauthen
Ralph B. Cauthen
Joyce J. Chambliess
Janet A. Cheek
Rose L. Cichy
Laura S. Cline
Clorox Company Matching Gifts
Christina H. Coillot
Linda S. Collins
Gloria P. Cook
Lael J. Cordes-Pitts
Pamela J. Culp
Leslee K. Daugherty
Amy M. Deshler
Constance F. Gray
Jeffrey N. Goldsmith
Blair S. Goldsmith
Robert B. Glennon
Roger Gilmartin
Raymond A. Giemza
Patricia M. Gaskarello
Raymond A. Giemza
Thomas A. Fiore
Arthur Feingold
Simona G. Farcas
Paul V. Epanchin
Erin M. Eckert
David J. Eckert
Julie S. Ebersole
Patricia C. Durrett
Douglass M. Durrett
Dana L. Duncan
Rebecca J. DuBois
Douglas M. Durrett
Patricia C. Durrett
Julie S. Ebersole
David J. Eckert
Erin M. Eckert
Paul V. Epanchin
Simona G. Farcas
Arthur Feingold
Thomas A. Fiore
Rachel E. Foster Stuart
Elizabeth K. Freeze
Deborah M. Furr
Ken Gaehagan
Patricia M. Gasparello
Raymond A. Giemza
Roger Gilmartin
Robert B. Glennon
Blair S. Goldsmith
Jeffrey N. Goldsmith
Constance F. Gray
Lyons Gray

GREGORY GRESS

Gary McCall
Carolyn G. McDonald
V. P. Donaldson
Andrew J. McKay
Leslie W. McKay
Susanne C. McKinney
Eula H. Miller
George W. Miller
Michael Mittelman
Jennifer S. Muise
Joshua M. Myers
Ken Nelson
Nexsen Pruet LLC - HQ
Glenina H. Nolte
Michael A. Nolte
Wren D. Olivier
G. M. Orndoff
Owls Nest of NC
Jennifer W. Parker
Reynolds V. Parker
Cynthia C. Parks
Carolyn C. Parsley
James M. Parsley
Penelope Lee Stiffler Revocable Trust
Sheila S. Polinsky
Connie J. Polk
Gina P. Pridgen
Richard B. Renton
Christopher M. Rhodes
Linda K. Rhodes
Barbara Rodbell
Brenda F. Rose
Gwen D. Roulhac
Beth H. Sauer
Ann F. Schenck
Judy B. Sharpe
Larry B. Sharpe
James F. Sheegog
Reta M. Shiver
Eleanor S. Shuping

FRIENDS ($1–$99)

Mary Alice P. Adams
Mary Alice P. Adams
Meghan Agresto
Meghan Agresto
Zumrat M. Ahmedjanova
Zumrat M. Ahmedjanova
Karen S. Albertson
Karen S. Albertson
Randy L. Albertson
Randy L. Albertson
Edwin R. Alcorn
Edwin R. Alcorn
James H. Alik
James H. Alik
Wendy C. Alling
Wendy C. Alling
Louie M. Amos
Louie M. Amos
Maxine L. Amos
Maxine L. Amos
Lisa Leanne R. Bailey
Lisa Leanne R. Bailey
Ellen M. Barnard
Ellen M. Barnard
Brandy C. Barnes
Brandy C. Barnes
Chris Barnes
Chris Barnes
William L. Barney
William L. Barney
Frank C. Barrows
Frank C. Barrows
Charles H. Bateman
Charles H. Bateman
Joyce F. Baxter
Joyce F. Baxter
Ashley N. Benefield
Ashley N. Benefield
Bruce C. Bennard
Bruce C. Bennard
Cathy E. Bennard
Cathy E. Bennard
Jeremy L. Berkeley-Tuchmayer
Jeremy L. Berkeley-Tuchmayer
Stephanie E. Berry
Stephanie E. Berry
Parks I. Berryhill
Parks I. Berryhill
Katherine F. Blackman
Katherine F. Blackman
Dan G. Blazer
Dan G. Blazer
Sherrill W. Blazer
Sherrill W. Blazer
Laura L. Bobis
Laura L. Bobis
Valerie Bond
Valerie Bond
Doranne N. Bowman
Doranne N. Bowman
Jan C. Brady
Jan C. Brady
Anna Brandt
Anna Brandt
Douglas S. Brigham
Douglas S. Brigham
Rebecca B. Brigham
Rebecca B. Brigham
Virginia Bristol
Virginia Bristol
C. R. Burgess
C. R. Burgess
Susan B. Burgess
Susan B. Burgess
William R. Burkey
William R. Burkey
Jay Burrus
Jay Burrus
Kathleen S. Burrus
Kathleen S. Burrus
Charles E. Butler
Charles E. Butler
Elizabeth G. Byrum
Elizabeth G. Byrum
Bobby D. Cagle
Bobby D. Cagle
Rae G. Campbell
Rae G. Campbell
Raleigh Campbell
Raleigh Campbell
Dorothy A. Canipe
Dorothy A. Canipe
Jeannie M. Cantrell
Jeannie M. Cantrell
Michael C. Cantrell
Michael C. Cantrell
Betsy B. Carey
Betsy B. Carey
C. A. Cash
C. A. Cash
Rita R. Cathey
Rita R. Cathey
Christopher E. Smith
Christopher E. Smith
Diane P. Smith
Diane P. Smith
Cudore L. Snell
Cudore L. Snell
Tina M. Souders
Tina M. Souders
Brian Spencer
Brian Spencer
Nora E. Spencer
Nora E. Spencer
Denise F. Sprung
Denise F. Sprung
Sheila L. Stansberry
Sheila L. Stansberry
Pamela S. Steppe
Pamela S. Steppe
Sue J. Stevens
Sue J. Stevens
Penelope S. Stiffler
Penelope S. Stiffler
L. P. Stroud
L. P. Stroud
Lisa M. Stroud
Lisa M. Stroud
Robert R. Stump
Robert R. Stump
Jennie E. Temple
Jennie E. Temple
Paul L. Tessier
Paul L. Tessier
The Charles Gary Boyd & Patsy Boyd Irrev Prot Trust
The Charles Gary Boyd & Patsy Boyd Irrev Prot Trust
Roy A. Tickner
Roy A. Tickner
Mary Beth Tobin
Mary Beth Tobin
Carol P. Tresolini
Carol P. Tresolini
Vibha Udupa
Vibha Udupa
Ann P. Waldon
Ann P. Waldon
Linda P. Wassenich
Linda P. Wassenich
Mark Wassenich
Mark Wassenich
Charles B. Weil
Charles B. Weil
Marie O. Weil
Marie O. Weil
David Weinell
David Weinell
Rankin A. Whittington
Rankin A. Whittington
M. Annette P. Wiles
M. Annette P. Wiles
James W. Wise
James W. Wise
Charles H. Woodell
Charles H. Woodell
Elizabeth T. Woodell
Elizabeth T. Woodell
Gwendolyn D. Woodmansee
Gwendolyn D. Woodmansee
Carol P. Young
Carol P. Young
Roy A. Young
Roy A. Young
Robin Zalkin-Brown
Robin Zalkin-Brown
Lisa D. Zerden
Lisa D. Zerden
Matthew Zerden
Matthew Zerden
Meghan B. Chewning
Meghan B. Chewning
Steven C. Chewning
Steven C. Chewning
William B. Cocke
William B. Cocke
Aaron V. Cook
Aaron V. Cook
Lisa H. Cook
Lisa H. Cook
Harry M. Core
Harry M. Core
Deborah Costello
Deborah Costello
Mark A. Costello
Mark A. Costello
Mark Costello
Mark Costello
Mary Costello
Mary Costello
Robert J. Coulter
Robert J. Coulter
D. V. Creech
D. V. Creech
Lindsey S. Curtis
Lindsey S. Curtis
Vivek A. Dakoriya
Vivek A. Dakoriya
Margery Daniel
Margery Daniel
Thomas M. Daniel
Thomas M. Daniel
Meghan M. Davis
Meghan M. Davis
Dianne B. Hinson
Jeffrey M. Hinshaw
Barbara D. Hinshaw
Elizabeth P. Hillman
Thomas E. Hill
Maureen R. Hill
A. R. Hill
Beverly R. Hester
R. K. Haywood
Mary P. Havick
Trudi H. Hatch
Morgan P. Hartsell
Carolyn K. Harmon
Evelyn Hardy
Carolyn K. Harmon
Jillian E. Harris Dirkes
Morgan P. Hartsell
Trudi H. Hatch
Mary P. Havick
R. K. Haywood
Beverly R. Hester
A. R. Hill
Maureen R. Hill
Thomas E. Hill
Elizabeth P. Hillman
Barbara D. Hinshaw
Jeffrey M. Hinshaw
Dianne B. Hinson
Warren R. Hinson
Jan W. Hoffmann
Cindy M. Hoirup
Joanne S. Holcomb
Alexandria A. Hollern
Marc A. Howlett
Hugh MacRae Land Trust
Charlotte M. Hughes
J. T. Hughes
Sally W. Hunter
Florence O. Ikechukwu
Christopher Ivy
Myra S. Jackson
Patricia M. Jacobs
Antonio T. James
Laura R. Jefferson
Richard R. Jefferson
Todd M. Jensen
Lee S. Johnson
Martha W. Johnson
Rodney C. Jones
Nicole A. Kiefer
Birniettiah F. Killens
Katherine G. Knecht
Karen C. Kornegay
Arlene C. Kozyra
Anthony D. Lamm
Kathey H. Lamm
Glady's C. Langdon
David W. Langham
Lauri H. Langham
Valerie R. Lanier
Elizabeth F. Lansing
Joan B. Lester
Joy C. Lineback
Garnett W. Link
Marilyn F. Link
Thomas H. Logan
Linda S. Lucas
Rebecca J. Macy
Troy Maddocks
Lynette J. Mappes
Richard T. Marchetti
Susan J. Marchetti
Dorothy P. Marks
Mary L. Marus
Karen J. Maskell
Peggy F. Matthews
Roberta B. Mayerson
Camilla L. McCleskey
Albert B. McClure
Virginia S. McClure
Lura D. McMurray
Jenna Meints
Lorraine Messinger
Davena Mgbeokwere
Caroline E. Miller
Alice F. Mitchell
Christina L. Morgan
Mark C. Morgan
Margaret C. Myers
R. A. Myers
Robert F. Myers
Sarah M. Naylor
Mary S. Newsom
Anna B. Niemitz
Bruno A. Niemitz
Christine N. Northrup
Donna B. Oliver
Jackie P. Oliver
Mark A. Oliver
Amelia G. Ollis
John W. Ollis
Mary Owens
Mary E. Page
James R. Pagett
Ellen M. Pallme
Bruce D. Palmer
M. T. Palmer
Trinie T. Pangelinan
Mary Jo E. Parnell
W. C. Parnell
Donna S. Parrish
Roy G. Pattishall
Brenda L. Pearson
Lauren A. Perkins
Spencer S. Perkins
Jamaica F. Pfister
Cynthia J. Phillips
Caryl K. Polk
Elizabeth C. Powell
John Y. Powell
Linda Priddgen Braswell
Beverly T. Reeb
Kimberly M. Reese
Jack W. Rhyne
Karen Rhyne
Nelson L. Richardson
Alyssa J. Roberts
Robert N. Rodriguez
Sandra K. Rodriguez
Roderick A. Rose
Larry J. Rosenfeld
Carrie B. Ross
David S. Ross
Judith S. Rothenberg
Raymond T. Rousseau
Edward D. Sale
Marsden W. Sale
Lori C. Saltzberg
David A. Schirner
Charles A. Schoenheit
Ivan C. Schoenfeld
Jillian A. Schonfeld
Susan Scully
Mary S. Shields
Sara E. Shropshire
Joanne S. Sigmon
Russell G. Sigmon
Kathryn J. Smith
Linda A. Smith
Charlotte S. Snead
Sylvia M. Snyder
Timothy R. Snyder
Lisa T. Soto
Springer Publishing Co. LLC
Craig D. Stauffer
Lisa A. Stauffer
Kenneth D. Steadman
Marselene S. Steadman
Vicki Lynn C. Steed
Betty C. Steelman
Deborah Swaim
Isabel F. Talton
Cora H. Taylor
Suzan M. Teague
Gordon M. Thomas
Sharon H. Thomas
Jean R. Thompson
Joel H. Todd
Rebecca R. Tyrrell
Sally F. Umbdenstock
Charles L. Usher
Janan B. Usher
Sarah S. van der Horst
Tonya B. Van Deinse
Jennifer S. Vaughn
Brenda Vawter
Sarah Z. Verbiest
Vicksan Inc.
Barbara F. V依tzke
Beverly L. Wagner
Belita S. Walker
Elaine Walker
Brenda Sue R. Ward
Davey L. Ward
Jo P. Ward
Robert C. Ward
Tiffany R. Washington
Jo S. Watson
Carolyn G. Weeks
Sandra J. West
Nell G. Wiggins
Jewell T. Williams
Margaret L. Williams
David C. Wilson
Elizabeth T. Wilson
Twyla P. Wilson
Carol M. Wise
Vicki Lynn C. Steed
Total continuing education participation for FY 2018

33,191 SOCIAL WORK PROFESSIONALS

SSW Clinical Lecture Series

2,000 PARTICIPANTS

Family and Children Resource Program training

10,000+ PARTICIPANTS in all 100 NC counties

CONTINUING EDUCATION & OUTREACH

NC Area Health Education Centers (AHEC) social work training

5,042 PARTICIPANTS in all 100 NC counties

Behavioral Health Springboard training

5,592 PARTICIPANTS with 218 programs

Courses, workshops, online training, lectures and conference presentations by SSW faculty

577

Data reporters: Debbie Barrett, Tara Bohley, Lane Cooke, Meryl Kanfer, Sherry Mergner, Sarah Verbiest
There are retirements, and then there are BIG retirements. This year, UNC School of Social Work marked five BIG retirements, saying goodbye to five faculty members who have earned widespread recognition and honor during their years at the School.

Mark Fraser, John A. Tate Distinguished Professor for Children, retires from a career that has spanned 42 years. He spent 25 of those years at the School, where he served both as associate dean for research and as director of the Jordan Institute for Families. A prolific writer and researcher, Fraser is known internationally for his work on risk and resilience, child and family services, and research methods. Fraser was named a Fellow of the National Academies of Practice, the American Academy of Social Work and Social Welfare, and the Society for Social Work and Research. He has received many other awards, including the Distinguished Achievement Award from the Society for Social Work and Research.

Anne Jones, clinical professor, has also been a social work professional for 42 years. She joined the School’s faculty 16 years ago and has worked closely with the UNC-PrimeCare program over the past four years. She helped co-found the North Carolina chapter of the International Association of Social Work with Groups and is well known for her work with couple and family relationships, family formation and intervention research, including a $2.5 million, five-year community intervention study designed to strengthen couple relationships and parenting bonds among economically disadvantages, unmarried, expectant couples in Durham, N.C.

Jean Livermore, associate director of field education, has been a social work professional since 1973 and joined the School full-time in 1997. Throughout her career, she has worked with clients who had many different needs, including persons with visual disabilities, families of preschool children with emotional and behavioral problems, teenage mothers and couples in divorce. She developed and conducted training for service providers through her work with the Children’s Mental Health Program. Over the past 15 years, her focus has been on field education, with responsibilities for recruiting instructors and placements, teaching field seminars and matching students with placements.

Jack Richman, Johnson-Howard-Adair Distinguished Professor and associate dean for global engagement and international programs, capped a 41-year career by serving as dean of the School from 2002 until 2016. He taught for six years at Nebraska Wesleyan University before coming to UNC in 1983; at UNC, he served as the School’s director of admissions and financial aid, co-directed the North Carolina Family and Children’s Resource Program and led the UNC Satir Program, among other roles. He was also named as an honorary professor at East China University of Science and Technology in Shanghai and helped develop collaborations in social work education in China, Israel and Lithuania. He has been elected as a Distinguished Scholar of the National Academies of Practice in Social Work.

Marie Weil, professor emeritus, has the longest tenure among these retirees. She joined the School in 1988 and was a founding associate director of the Jordan Institute for Families. She is known for her research in the field of community practice, editing the widely-used Handbook of Community Practice and serving as founding editor of the Journal of Community Practice. The Marie O. Weil Outstanding Scholarship Award, sponsored by publishing company Taylor & Francis, is named in her honor and recognizes outstanding scholarship published within the Journal of Community Practice. Weil also served as Berg-Beach Distinguished Professor of Community Practice at UNC.

We thank each of these outstanding social work professionals for their contributions to our School and to the profession (totaling 200 years!), and we wish them the best upon their retirement.